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IMPORTANT CAUTIONS REGARDING FORWARD LOOKING STATEMENTS
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RECENT EVENTS
There have been two dynamics leading to an outpouring of
news, as well as some policy changes:
1.

2.

Teen use of e-cigarette products has increased significantly in recent
months and years, where previously, teen tobacco use had been declining
•

National Tobacco Youth Survey data show teen e-cigarette use numbers
rising at an alarming rate

•

JUUL has reportedly been under significant scrutiny for marketing and
sales practices that have potentially lured under-age consumers

There has been a recent rash of acute respiratory illnesses throughout the
country reportedly tied to both nicotine and THC vaping
•

NY State officials and the FDA believe these illnesses are being caused by
chemical additives that were recently introduced into the market

•

We believe the vast majority of these cases are linked to untested vape
devices purchased from illegal markets or street dealers
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L AT E S T N E W S | VA P E - R E L AT E D H E A LT H I L L N E S S E S
Boston Herald | Top Boston lung
doctors, advocates sound the alarm
on emerging vape crisis

The New York Times | Trump
Administration Plans to Ban Flavored ECigarettes

USA Today | People are vaping THC.

Rolling Stone | The Dangers of Vaping:
What We Know

The New York Times | Vaping Bad:
Were 2 Wisconsin Brothers the Walter
Whites of THC Oils?

Willamette Week | The Mysterious
Death of a Vape User Has Massive
Stakes for Oregon’s Cannabis
Consumers

Lung injuries being reported
nationwide. Why is the CDC staying
quiet?
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NICOTINE (E-CIGS)
•

Due to the rise of vaping use among teens, states like Michigan have already
banned flavored e-cigarettes and e-liquids

•

The Trump administration announced on September 10th that it is planning to
ban e-cigarette flavors nationwide

•

Companies like JUUL would be significantly impacted

•

The FDA is requiring makers and importers of e-cigarettes, other electronic
nicotine delivery systems (ENDS) and certain other tobacco products (e.g.
cigars, pipe tobacco, and hookah) to submit applications for their currently
marketed products within 10 months.

We do not believe that these factors currently
affect THC or CBD vaping, or KushCo’s business
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DIFFERENCES BETWEEN
CANNABIS + E-CIGS
•

Cannabis* is federally illegal (federal regulatory and law-making bodies
have no jurisdiction because it is already fully banned and illegal)

•

However, there is an avenue to sell cannabis vapes under state law (if there
is any change to vape programs, it would be done at the state level)

•

KushCo has not seen any material changes to vape programs in states
where they are currently legal, and we don’t foresee these changes occurring
at this time

*excluding industrial hemp – Cannabis sativa L. with a THC content of 0.3% or less – which is no
longer a controlled substance under federal law
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HYPOTHESES + RECENT FINDINGS
Vaping has been around for cannabis for more than 5 years
Current reports suggest that these health issues primarily stem from black
market sales, poorly manufactured hardware, and lack of regulated oil
testing
•

Federal and state regulators are investigating the presence of a chemical additive or
thickening agent (e.g. vitamin E acetate) as the cause of health issues
•

•

For more information, see Rolling Stone article outlining recent subpoenas and a recent FDA
report on the subject

Black market operators are incentivized to use a thickening agent to save costs,
mislead consumers, and drive profits; however, the legal operators are required to
undergo testing and cannot obfuscate the true content of their cannabis oil.
•

The New York State Department of Health has warned against using products purchased “off
the street.”

Kings Garden Royal Botanicals
jar packaging developed by Koleto Innovations
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1. Driving More Consumers to the Legal Market
•

Consumers are increasingly realizing that black market products aren’t safe

•

The biggest competition that the legal industry (and KushCo) is facing is the black
market

•

Although some consumers may be driven away from cannabis altogether, we
believe that more consumers will, in fact, migrate to the legal market (i.e. the
desire for cannabis vapes should not change as drastically as will the source from
which consumers purchase their vapes)

2. Cannabis Operators Are Migrating to Premium and
Trusted Vendors

OUR VIEW OF
T H E P OT E N T I A L
I M PA C T

•

“Flight to Premium” is benefitting us as we have successfully developed a
reputation as a trusted partner to the regulated cannabis and CBD industries

•

Our vape products (innovated and manufactured by CCELL) are some of the
highest-quality vaping products in the industry today

•

We believe premium, high-quality products will be the biggest decision factor for
our customers, as price is not a factor when health and liability are on the line

3. More Vaping Regulations
•

More states are increasingly looking to implement and tighten regulations around
vaping
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OUR VOICE IN
THE MEDIA

•

Aug. 30 (Fox News) – Vaping leader JUUL being
investigated by FTC: Link

•

Sept. 3 (SiriusXM Patriot 125): Link

•

Sept. 8 (BuzzFeed News) – Experts have a few
different theories for what’s behind the outbreak of
vaping illnesses: Link

•

Sept. 9 (WFIN-AM 1330): Link

•

Sept. 10 (Yahoo Finance) – KushCo warns against
black market vaping products: Link

•

Sept. 10 (WILS-AM 1320): Link

•

Sept. 12 (Fox News) – Efforts to combat
vaping crisis grows nationwide: Link

•

Sept. 13 (Cheddar) – KushCo warns vape
users against buying products on the black
market: Link
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